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downloads of brochures and product catalogs.
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PREZISS K_MILL Face Milling System
The new powerful face milling cutter

PREZISS TOOLS in its constant evolution to improve tooling production and continuously investing in new technologies & technical knowledge. Because of our concern, we work daily to improve our processes and tooling. A good example of this is the new face milling cutter K_MILL. With the K_MILL face miller, PREZISS has developed a high yield tool, as the K_MILL system allows PREZISS to produce an indexable cutter with the same number of cuts as a PCD brazed tool version improving the production cost, thanks to its indexable & reversible inserts.

patent pending
[image: K_MILL, A seemless finishing quality face milling head equipped with reversible PCD inserts, standard and wipper. Light weight construction ensures smooth operation and spindle protection achieving high machining levels.][image: Preziss K_MILL LOGO][image: aluminium components K_MILL surface finishing]

The K_MILL System

designed to perform
The quick precise micro adjustment system allows the user to set each individual PCD insert up easily, in order to achieve minimal axial run-out and thus ensure a good surface quality and a long life of the cutting edges. All K_MILL cutters are designed to perform with the coolant supply oriented directly to the cutting edge to ensure better surface quality.The structural features and stability guarantee machining efficiency in finishing and roughing operations.Cutters in PCD are the best solution to machining aluminium alloys, magnesium alloys, carbon, graphite, bimetallic alloys and general abrasive materials.
[image: Preziss K_MILL Face Mill System]
Face milling head High Feed Version
Monoblock
[image: K_MILL High Feed mono block]	1 - tool Body HSK-A63
	2 - Insert
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	4 - Adjustment wedge
	5 - Adjustment wedge - Screw
	6 - Clamping wedge - Screw
	7 - Coolant Cover
	8 - Balancing screws


Arbor
[image: K_MILL High Feed Arbor Version]	1 - tool Body
	2 - Insert
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	4 - Adjustment wedge
	5 - Adjustment wedge - Screw
	6 - Clamping wedge - Screw
	7 - Coolant Cover
	8 - Balancing Screws


Lightweight
[image: K_MILL High Feed Light Weight Arbor Version]	1 - Aluminium tool Body
	2 - tool Body
	3 - Insert
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	4 - Clamping Wedge
	5 - Adjustment wedge
	6 - Adjustment wedge - Screw
	7 - Coolant Cover
	8 - Clamping wedge - Screw
	9 - Balancing Screws



The newly developed clamping & adjusting system of the K_MILL allows you to adjust the axial run out in an easy and precise way. Made with high quality materials, the design and the production af all K_MILL components guarantee an excellent performance and machining stability for both, roughing and finishing operations. The insert clamping and adjusting system K_MILL allows you to run and/or replace the insert in as fast easy secure way. In the K_MILL design, the coolant supply is directly oriented to the edge to ensure a better surface quality and a longer tool life.
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[image: Preziss K_MILL D-FLOW System Face Milling Technology]
Face milling head D-FLOW Version
Monoblock
[image: K_MILL D-Flow Monoblock]	1 - tool Body HSK-A63
	2 - Insert
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	4 - Adjustment wedge
	5 - Adjustment wedge - Screw
	6 - Clamping wedge - Screw
	7 - Coolant Cover
	8 - Balancing screws


Arbor
[image: K_MILL-arbor-DFLOW-preziss]	1 - tool Body
	2 - Insert
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	4 - Adjustment wedge
	5 - Adjustment wedge - Screw
	6 - Clamping wedge - Screw
	7 - Coolant Cover
	8 - Balancing Screws


Lightweight
[image: Preziss KMill Dflow Lightweight]	1 - Aluminium tool Body
	2 - tool Body
	3 - Insert
	3 - Clamping Wedge
	4 - Clamping Wedge
	5 - Adjustment wedge
	6 - Adjustment wedge - Screw
	7 - Coolant Cover
	8 - Clamping wedge - Screw
	9 - Balancing Screws



The K_MILL System
Easy Assembly - More Reliability - Higher Performance
The newly developed clamping & adjusting system of the K_MILL allows you to adjust the axial run out in an easy and precise way. Made with high
quality materials, the design and the production af all K_MILL components guarantee an excellent performance and machining stability for both, roughing and finishing operations.The insert clamping and adjusting system K_MILL allows you to run and/or replace the insert in as fast easy secure way.
In the K_MILL design, the coolant supply is directly oriented to the edge to ensure a better surface quality and a longer tool life.

K_MILL face milling cutter advantages:
	Higher number of teeth compared to other cartridges cutters.
	Full face PCD inserts.
	Reversible inserts with 2 cutting edges.
	Ap=8mm.
	Inserts available from stock or short delivery.
	Easy fast assembly.
	Easy precise adjustment.
	Precision Laser sharpening.


[image:  K_MILL Assembly instructions 1]Clean the insert pocket with compresed air.

[image: K_MILL-Assembly-instructions2]Loosen the adjustment wedge to the minimum height adjustment position.


[image: K_MILL-Assembly-instructions3]Mount the same edge number (marked * ) for all cutting edges.

[image: K_MILL-Assembly-instructions4]Tighten clamping wedge with enough presure to stand the insert well positioned.


[image: K_MILL-Assembly-instructions5]Adjust axial position of the cutting edges by screwing the adjustmet wedge to reach the proper height.

[image: K_MILL-Assembly-instructions6]Tighten clamping wedge to 1,2 Nm torque to ensure clamping effectiveness.


DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
The Face Milling Sytstem By PREZISS
[image: K_MILL Catalogue]
Download Brochure

K_MILL Eng.K_MILL Esp.K_MILL It.
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[image: PREZISS PCD Reamers]Reaming Tools
High precision fine boring and customized Polycrystalline Diamond PCD reaming tools 

[image: PREZISS PCD Milling Tools]Milling Tools
High performance PCD special circular milling tools and form milling tools for high volume chip removal in aluminum parts

[image: PREZISS PCD drills]Drilling Tools
Fine Polycrystalline Diamond PCD drills for accurate forming single holes or multi-step tasks in aluminum components

[image: PREZISS ISO Insert Tools]ISO Tools
Flexible standardization with ISO inserts for a special cutting tools designed to launch new production lines

[image: PREZISS PCD Turning tools]Turning Tools
Special PCD turning tools designed for multiple operations in a 
CNC lathe machines

[image: PREZISS Tool Holders]Tooling Systems
High precision clamping and tooling systems for
 the most common spindle interfaces

[image: Z3 tool engineering]Z3 Engineering
A PREZISS engineering platform where R+D happen and the machining projects solutions are developed daily

[image: PREZISS Aerospace cutting tools]Aerospace Tools
A new drilling tools generation to efficient hole making in all technical aerospace common materials such as CFRP, stacks and Titanium

[image: ]MQL Tooling
MQL, minimum quantity of lubrication technique applied in special applications to machine efficient aluminium automotive components

[image: PREZISS Solid Carbide Tools]Carbide Tools
Special solid carbide tools designed to ramp up launching projects or where PCD tool are not advised

[image: PREZISS Face mill-K_MILL]K_MILL Face Mill
Preziss patented version of a high performance face mill head mounting solid and reversible PCD inserts

[image: PREZISS DPM02-Face-Mill]Face Mill DPM02
Face milling heads mounting PCD replaceable cartridges for a n efficient surface finishing operations
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